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Abstract

The robustness and sensitivities of different polarization-transfer methods that exploit heteronuclear dipole–dipole couplings are

compared for a series of heterogeneous solid systems, including polycrystalline tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane (TKS), adamantane, a

physical mixture of doubly 13C,15N-enriched and singly 13C-enriched polycrystalline glycine, and a powder sample of siliceous marine

diatoms, Thalossiosira pseudonana. The methods were analyzed according to their respective frequency-matching spectra or resultant

signal intensities. For a series of 13C{1H} cross-polarization experiments, adiabatic passage Hartmann–Hahn cross-polarization (APHH-

CP) was shown to have several advantages over other methods, including Hartmann–Hahn cross-polarization (HHCP), variable-

amplitude cross-polarization (VACP), and ramped-amplitude cross-polarization (RACP). For X–Y systems, such as 13C{15N}, high and

comparable sensitivities were obtained by using APHH-CP with Lee–Goldburg decoupling or by using the transferred-echo double

resonance (TEDOR) experiment. The findings were applied to multinuclear 1H, 13C, 15N, and 29Si CP MAS characterization of a powder

diatom sample, a challenging inorganic–organic hybrid solid that places high demands on NMR signal sensitivity.

r 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is widely appreciated that NMR signals of dilute
nuclei or of nuclei with low gyromagnetic ratios or long T1

relaxation times can be enhanced by cross-polarization
(CP) from abundant nuclear spins (typically protons) [1,2].
This enhancement is particularly useful if carried out under
conditions of fast magic-angle spinning (MAS) to improve
spectral resolution [3,4]. Although the predominant uses of
cross-polarization techniques continue to involve nuclei
with spin I ¼ 1=2, increasing attention is also being
directed toward half-integer quadrupolar nuclei [5–11]. In
addition to desirable signal enhancement, CP can also be
used for spectral editing [12–17] by selectively observing
those nuclei that are dipole–dipole coupled (and therefore
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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in spatial proximity). Heteronuclear 1H–X dipole–dipole
spin couplings can be used to characterize local material
structures, although the small 1H chemical shift range (ca.
10 ppm) often leads to poorly resolved signals. In crystal-
line solids or materials with high extents of local ordering,
resolution can be enhanced by the use of 1H decoupling
techniques [18–20]. However, in heterogeneous solids
without such ordering or containing complicated composi-
tions and/or distributions of organic species, insufficient 1H
NMR chemical shift resolution often makes it challenging
to establish the identities of coupled spin species, even in
two-dimensional experiments.
In instances where NMR-active non-proton spin

species X and Y are also (or instead) present in a solid
material, X–Y dipole–dipole couplings can be probed to
take advantage of their typically larger chemical shift
ranges (compared to 1H) to obtain increased resolution
for identifying coupled spin pairs. X–Y dipole–dipole
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interactions, however, are often weak due to the low
gyromagnetic ratios and, in many cases, low natural
abundances of the nuclei involved. These impediments
can pose serious limitations towards the use of X–Y

dipole–dipole spin couplings and motivate efforts to
increase resultant signal intensity. After the initial cas-
cade-enhancement experiment [21], more advanced NMR
techniques that rely on heteronuclear polarization transfer,
including double cross-polarization (DCP) [22–25], trans-
ferred-echo double resonance (TEDOR) [26,27] and
methods based on different dipolar recoupling techniques
[28–33], have been introduced. The possibilities provided
by such techniques for probing dipole–dipole couplings
between distinct X–Y, as well as 1H–X, nuclei render these
methods valuable for structural studies of heterogeneous
solids.

Heteronuclear polarization-transfer techniques have
previously been applied to a broad range of heterogeneous
solids [34], including systems with comingled or interfacial
inorganic–organic components. For example, TRAnsfer of
Populations in DOuble Resonance (TRAPDOR) experi-
ments [35] have provided information on the geometries of
Al–H interactions associated with Brønsted acid sites in
zeolites [36] and reverse cross-polarization to protons and
Rotational-Echo DOuble Resonance (REDOR) experi-
ments [37] have been used to examine hydrogen bonding of
organic adsorbents to such sites [38,39]. Fyfe et al. have
analyzed the three-dimensional structures formed between
adsorbed organic molecules and zeolite frameworks [40,41]
by cross-polarizing from protons in partially deuterated
organic species, e.g., p-xylene, to 29Si framework sites.
Cross-polarization from protons of organic template
molecules to 29Si framework moieties has similarly been
exploited to monitor the formation of the zeolite ZSM-5 in
the presence of organic structure-directing agents [42]. In
these studies, cross-polarization was predominantly
achieved by applying spin-lock pulses with constant field
strengths, often referred to as Hartmann–Hahn cross-
polarization (HHCP). Two-dimensional (2D) HETero-
nuclear chemical shift CORrelation (HETCOR) measure-
ments [43] have been used to investigate inorganic-organic
interfaces in surfactant-templated mesoporous silicas and
aluminosilicas [44–46], as well as in mesoporous silica
particles [47]. 29Si{29Si} homonuclear dipole–dipole cou-
plings have furthermore been exploited to examine
intraframework structural ordering in zeolites [48] and
surfactant-templated silicates [49], complementing earlier
29Si{29Si} homonuclear scalar coupling measurements
[46,50–52].

In contrast to the widespread use of heteronuclear
polarization-transfer NMR methods for investigations of
heterogeneous nano- and mesoporous inorganic solids,
there are far fewer such studies in the literature on biogenic
silicas or other biominerals [54–55]. Biogenic inorganic
solids impose several serious challenges upon solid-state
measurements of heteronuclear dipole–dipole couplings.
First of all, their relatively dense structures result in lower
surface areas [56,57], compared to the heterogeneous nano-
or mesoporous solids described above. This leads to a
relatively low abundance of, for example, interfacial
organic and inorganic species that might be cross-
polarized. In addition, the nature and mixture of the
biomolecule species/moieties involved in the organization
and deposition of biosilica is expected to be diverse and
exceedingly complex. Moreover, only a small fraction of
such biomolecules or moieties may interact directly with
the silica framework. The diversity of organic moieties
present in samples of biological origin, together with the
limited chemical shift range of protons, contributes
furthermore to resolution challenges in experiments that
rely on 1H–X interactions. While it may be desirable
for resolution reasons to consider polarization transfer
techniques that exploit X–Y dipole–dipole couplings,
such as between 29Si and 13C or 15N nuclei, this approach
places an even greater demand on the sensitivity of the
NMR methodology selected. To confront these issues,
it is important and desirable to apply solid-state hetero-
nuclear polarization-transfer methods that yield both
high sensitivity and high resolution. Here, the relative
sensitivities of different resolution-enhancement techniques
that exploit heteronuclear dipole–dipole couplings are
examined on several model compounds to compare
their relative efficacies for detecting and filtering signals
among coupled spin pairs. The insights are subsequently
applied to the characterization of biogenic silica from a
species of diatoms, a challenging heterogeneous solid
system.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples

Sensitivity and robustness of 13C{1H} cross-polarization
techniques were investigated on solid tetrakis(trimethylsi-
lyl)silane (TKS: [(CH3)3-Si]4Si, 98%, Aldrich) and ada-
mantane (C10H16, Aldrich).
Selective filtering through the use of heteronuclear

dipole–dipole couplings was investigated by using a sample
obtained by physically mixing powders of two isotopically
labeled compounds of polycrystalline glycine, one singly
enriched in 13C at the carboxylic site (1-13C glycine:
H2N–CH2–

13COOH, 99% 13C) and the other doubly
enriched both in 13C at the methylene site and in 15N
at the amine moiety (2-13C, 15N glycine: H2

15N–
13CH2–COOH, 99% 13C, 98%+ 15N). The isotopically
labeled glycine compounds were used as-received from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, Massachu-
setts, USA). The physical mixture was prepared by
combining 40wt% of the singly labeled glycine with
60wt% of the doubly labeled compound.
A unialgal and axenic culture of Thalossiosira pseudona-

na (clone 3H-CCMP 1335) was obtained from the
Provasoli-Guillard National Center for Culture of Marine
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Phytoplankton (CCMP) at the Bigelow Marine Laboratory
for Ocean Sciences (Maine, USA). It was maintained in f/2
enriched seawater medium with added dissolved silicon
at 17 1C under a continuous light of approximately
100mEm�2 s�1 as previously described in [58,59]. 200ml
of the culture were initially grown in nutrient enriched f/2
seawater media with Si:N and N:P ratios of 1:18 and 24:1,
respectively, to avoid nitrogen and phosphorous limitation
during growth [60]. When cell densities reached
500,000 cells/ml, the diatom inoculum was transferred to
an automated mass culturing system, which allows for cell
densities 24–45 times greater than conventional methods
(108 cells/ml in 10 days). Isotopically enriched SiO2 (29Si,
96%+, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee,
USA), NaHCO3 (13C, 99%, Cambridge Isotope Labora-
tories) and NaNO3 (15N, 98%+, Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories) were supplied to the cell culture to produce
diatoms that were isotopically enriched in 29Si, 13C, and/or
15N. To remove excess organic species unassociated with
the silica network, some diatom samples were subjected to
sonication and subsequent centrifugation. The samples
were then centrifuged to pellets and lyophilized (dried), as
well as dehydrated at room temperature under 1:3�
10�3 Pa to remove additional water present.

2.2. NMR measurements

13C{1H} CP MAS spectra of TKS were recorded on a
Chemagnetics CMX-180 spectrometer using a widebore
4.2 T superconducting magnet under conditions of MAS
with spinning speeds of 6 kHz. All other NMR spectra
were recorded on a Chemagnetics CMX-500 spectrometer
using a widebore 11.7 T superconducting magnet and a
triple-resonance magic-angle-spinning probehead with
5.0mm PencilTM rotors. 13C{15N,1H} CP MAS experi-
ments (9 kHz) were performed on the physically mixed
sample of two differently labeled compounds of polycrys-
talline glycine: 40wt% 1-13C glycine (H2N–CH2–

13COOH,
99% 13C) and 60wt% 2-13C, 15N glycine (H2

15N–
13CH2–COOH, 99% 13C, 98%+ 15N) using a 5 s pulse
delay with 64 transients recorded for each spectrum. Cross-
polarization experiments were optimized for Hartmann–
Hahn matching conditions gIBI ¼ gSBS or the Hartmann–
Hahn mismatch condition gIBI ¼ gSBS þ noR.

13C{1H}
and 13C{29Si,1H} CP MAS spectra of a doubly enriched
[13C(85%), 29Si(98%)] or triply enriched [13C(85%),
29Si(98%), 15N(98%)] diatom species T. pseudonana were
recorded at room temperature and �50 1C, respectively,
under MAS conditions at 4 kHz. The 15N{1H} CP MAS
spectrum was recorded at room temperature under
conditions of MAS at 5 kHz with 20,400 signal-averaged
transients. The 29Si{1H} HETCOR spectrum was
acquired at room temperature applying a 2ms contact
pulse under MAS at 5 kHz. 1H, 13C and 29Si NMR
chemical shifts are referenced to tetramethylsilane,
(CH3)4Si, and the 15N NMR chemical shifts to nitro-
methane, CH3NO2.
3. Results and discussion

Investigations of inorganic–organic interfaces in biomin-
eral samples are challenging, due to their low surface areas
and the complicated mixtures of organic moieties present,
only a small fraction of which furthermore interact directly
with the inorganic framework. Such systems are expected
to be beneficially examined by solid-state NMR, for
example, through the use of heteronuclear polarization-
transfer MAS methods, to enhance the sensitivity and
resolution of signals that are associated particularly with
interfacial species of interest. The inherently low abun-
dances and complex compositions of inorganic–organic
species at biomineral surfaces, however, place extraordin-
ary demands on signal sensitivity and resolution that both
must be maximized to detect dilute interfacial molecular
moieties. To do so requires that the conditions needed to
enhance spectral resolution, e.g., by magic-angle-sample
spinning and combined application of selective polariza-
tion-transfer filters, be balanced against the need to
maximize resulting signal sensitivity. High heteronuclear
polarization-transfer efficiency is crucial for examining
heterogeneous biomineral interfaces, as will be discussed in
detail below. To achieve both high signal sensitivity and
efficient polarization transfer selectivity, the conditions
under which heteronuclear polarization transfer occurs
must therefore be optimized.

3.1. Polarization transfer via X-1H heteronuclear dipolar

couplings

A number of different heteronuclear cross-polarization
methods are available, with different efficacies that
markedly influence resultant signal intensity and separa-
tion. Notably, measurements performed under conditions
of MAS yield increased spectral resolution, but impose
extra complexity on the responses of the associated nuclei
to radio frequency excitation. The cross-polarization
process depends on heteronuclear dipole–dipole interac-
tions, which can be considered to be effectively static
provided the 1H–1H dipolar fluctuations are much larger
than the oscillations introduced by sample rotation [61].
While this is the case for sufficiently slow spinning speeds,
it is well known that faster rates of rotation impose
oscillatory behavior(s) on the heteronuclear dipolar inter-
actions that govern such cross-polarization processes [62].
Fig. 1, for example, illustrates the influence of the MAS
spinning frequency on the 13C CP matching spectrum of
TKS, showing large variations in signal intensities. Under
static sample conditions, 1H homonuclear dipole–dipole
couplings result in a 1H NMR linewidth (FWHM) of
approximately 5300Hz. Under MAS conditions, the
FWHM linewidth decreases to 850Hz, indicating that the
sample rotation frequency is of the order of the 1H
homonuclear dipolar couplings. The 13C CP matching
spectra in Figs. 1(b–d) reveal highly non-uniform intensity
profiles with frequency bands that point to the benefit of
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Fig. 1. 13C CP matching spectra and the corresponding solid-state 1H

NMR spectra of tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane (TKS) at 4.2 T under (a)

static and MAS conditions at: (b) 3 kHz, (c) 6 kHz, and (d) 9 kHz.
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using modified Hartmann–Hahn conditions. Under fast
MAS conditions, intensity bands in the CP matching
spectra at integer multiples of the sample rotation
frequency �nor arise from cross-polarization via
through-space dipole–dipole-coupled 1H nuclei; the inten-
sity at frequency band n ¼ 0 arises from cross-polarization
from covalently attached protons via through-bond J-
couplings [63]. Cross-polarization experiments can, thus,
be used to differentiate between through-bond and
through-space interactions to distinguish between cova-
lently bonded and other spatially proximate moieties.

Nevertheless, the relatively narrow maxima and deep
minima of CP matching spectra create difficult conditions
for polarization transfer under MAS, which is often vital
for obtaining sufficient resolution in solids, including
inorganic–organic biomineral composites. Different cross-
polarization methods overcome these challenges to differ-
ing extents, which are important to evaluate, especially
when signal sensitivity is of high concern. A number of
pulse sequences, for example, have been proposed to
broaden the narrow, discrete matching conditions by
modulating the spin-lock field profile [64]. Fig. 2 shows a
comparison of the spin-lock field profiles of different cross-
polarization techniques and their corresponding 13C CP
matching spectra under conditions of MAS at 6 kHz. The
standard HHCP sequence, using a constant spin-lock field
strength, is shown along with its resulting spectrum in
Fig. 2(a). The constant spin-lock field strength makes
HHCP straightforward to implement, but yields an overall
lower CP efficiency compared to other methods, due to its
narrow matching conditions. By comparison, the more
advanced variable-amplitude cross-polarization (VACP)
sequence [65,66], shown in Fig. 2(b), is composed of a
number of shorter spin-lock fields with incrementally
decreasing or increasing amplitudes. The use of various
spin-lock fields in one experiment yields a broad maximum
in the 13C CP matching spectrum, with weak fluctuations
due to the fast sample spinning. However, the rapid
changes in field-amplitude place high demands on the
amplifiers. The ramped-amplitude cross-polarization
(RACP) method [67] (Fig. 2(c)) also produces a broad
matching spectrum, but uses a monotonically increasing
field-lock profile, which is less demanding on amplifier
equipment. The RACP sequence yields best cross-polariza-
tion efficiencies when the center of the ramped spin-lock
field is located at one of the relative intensity maxima of the
CP matching spectrum.
The most-efficient CP MAS experiments to date use

adiabatic passage Hartmann–Hahn cross-polarization
(APHH-CP) techniques [68,69], which rely on a tangential
spin-lock field profile that depends on the strength of the
heteronuclear and homonuclear dipole–dipole couplings
and the spinning speed. In contrast to the sequences
discussed previously, the APHH-CP sequence is performed
at only one of the intensity maxima observed in a
conventional HHCP matching spectrum (e.g., Fig. 2(a)).
As a consequence, a CP matching spectrum for various
spin-lock positions is not meaningful for this sequence.
Although the APHH-CP experiment requires extensive
preparatory efforts to setup, the signal intensity obtained
by APHH-CP techniques is near the theoretical maximum
that can be achieved by CP experiments [69,70]. Fig. 3
shows that the adamantane 13C{1H} spectrum acquired
using the APHH-CP sequence with a sweep over the +or

frequency maximum has nearly twice the intensity
(Fig. 3(b)), as compared to the HHCP spectrum under
the same conditions (Fig. 3(a)). Under the fast MAS
conditions required for 29Si{1H} CP studies of biosiliceous
diatoms (see below), the APHH-CP technique similarly
yields the highest sensitivity among the methods examined.

3.2. Polarization transfer via X–Y heteronuclear dipolar

couplings

For many complicated and heterogeneous solids, includ-
ing inorganic–organic biomineral composites, it is advan-
tageous to exploit heteronuclear X–Y (non-1H) dipolar
interactions to increase spectral resolution and/or selectiv-
ity. One particularly powerful approach is to incorporate
an X–Y heteronuclear dipolar filter to cross-polarize and
then select nuclei involved in such coupled spin pairs.
Sensitivity, again, is often of paramount importance,
because one or both of the nuclei may be rare-spins with
low abundances or low gyromagnetic ratios. To compare
the performances of NMR pulse sequences that probe X–Y

heteronuclear dipole–dipole couplings, 13C NMR spectra
were acquired on a physical powder mixture (40:60 mass
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adiabatic cross-polarization from 1H to 15N.
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ratio) of two different isotopically labeled, but otherwise
identical, compounds of polycrystalline glycine: 1-13C
glycine (H2N–CH2–

13COOH, 99% 13C) singly 13C enriched
at the carboxylic site and 2-13C, 15N glycine
(H2

15N–13CH2–COOH, 99% 13C, 98%+ 15N) doubly
enriched in 13C at the methylene site and in 15N at the
amine site. The 13C{1H} CP MAS spectrum acquired on
this sample, using a standard HHCP sequence with
continuous wave decoupling, is shown in Fig. 4(a). The
spectrum displays two resonances arising from the
two distinct 13C-enriched moieties, with their relative
intensities (including spinning sidebands) corresponding
to their respective populations in the physical powder
mixture. The resonance at 175 ppm arises from the
carboxylic species of the singly 13C-enriched glycine
molecules, and the resonance at 42 ppm arises from the
methylene carbon moiety of the doubly enriched 13C, 15N
glycine molecules.

Using pulse sequences based on cross-polarization from
15N to 13C, however, only 13C nuclei that are dipole–dipole
coupled to 15N nuclei are observed, leading to only one 13C
resonance at 42 ppm. 13C{15N} cross-polarization experi-
ments were performed on the 40:60 physical powder
mixture of singly 13C-enriched and doubly 13C,15N-
enriched polycrystalline glycine using a series of different
methods to compare their relative sensitivities. Except for
the use of the different pulse sequences, all other
experimental conditions were the same. All of the experi-
ments used initial cross-polarization from 1H to 15N nuclei
via a standard HHCP sequence to increase the polarization
of the 15N nuclei,1 followed by transfer of 15N magnetiza-
tion to dipole–dipole-coupled 13C nuclei, according to the
different pulse-schemes.
The simplest and most widely used method for

heteronuclear X–Y cross-polarization, such as between
13C and 15N spin pairs, is commonly referred to as
double cross-polarization (DCP) [22–24]. In this
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experiment (shown schematically in Fig. 4(b)), initially
prepared proton magnetization is transferred to dipole–di-
pole-coupled 15N nuclei, after which the 15N magnetization
is again transferred to dipole–dipole-coupled 13C nuclei.
The 15N–13C transfer is achieved by using a rectangular-
shaped constant-field-strength spin-lock profile, and the
13C NMR spectrum is subsequently acquired while
applying continuous-wave decoupling via the proton
channel. 1H decoupling is not applied during the 15N–13C
contact pulse and thus 1H–13C magnetization transfer
may also occur, although under conditions of MAS and the
13C contact pulse, 1H–13C interactions will be diminished.
The DCP sequence is widely used, due to its straightfor-
ward implementation and relative insensitivity to distribu-
tions of powder crystallite angles (referred to as ‘g-
encoding’ [71]). As shown in Fig. 4(b) for the 40:60
polycrystalline physical mixture of singly (13C) and doubly
(13C, 15N) labeled glycine powders, the DCP pulse sequence
results in a 13C spectrum with no measurable signal
intensity.2 It is clear that, in this particular sample, the
2The DCP method also depends sensitively on anisotropic chemical

shielding and resonance offset effects, which several recent experiments

have been developed to overcome, including simultaneous phase-inversion
15N–13C dipolar couplings are sufficiently weak that a more
sensitive means for exploiting and detecting heteronuclear
couplings is required.
One way to improve the signal intensity achieved from a

heteronuclear dipole–dipole-selective experiment is to use
techniques that rely on modulated, rather than constant
(DCP), spin-lock field strengths for polarization transfer
between X and Y nuclei. Based on the significant intensity
enhancement obtained for cross-polarization from protons
to X nuclei provided by APHH-CP (Fig. 3), this approach
was selected for analogous transfer of polarization between
X–Y nuclei [75]. As shown in Fig. 4(c), this can be achieved
by transferring the initially prepared proton magnetization
to 15N nuclei (as before), followed by the application of a
tangential spin-lock profile to the 13C channel to initiate
APHH-CP transfer of magnetization between coupled 15N
and 13C nuclei. The variable intensity of the adiabatic spin-
lock pulse also provides sequential matching across
different CP conditions, effectively eliminating undesirable
effects from magnetic field inhomogeneities and chemical
shift offsets, thereby augmenting signal intensity still
further. An additional, general challenge associated with
X–Y cross-polarization in organic, polymeric, or biological
samples is the often complicating influence of the strongly–
coupled proton spin system. Besides the resolution
difficulties that corresponding 1H–X and/or 1H–Y dipo-
le–dipole couplings present, residual 1H–1H interactions
can also induce undesirable relaxation effects in X–Y spin
systems during the spin-lock contact period, and thereby
decrease cross-polarization efficiency [70,75]. To reduce
these effects, continuous-wave 1H decoupling can be
applied during the 15N–13C contact pulse, as well as during
the acquisition period, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Under these
conditions, for the polycrystalline glycine mixture at hand,
the APHH-CP method yields a strong 13C signal at 42 ppm
from the methylene carbon atoms of the doubly 13C, 15N-
enriched glycine species with a signal-to-noise ratio of 32.5.
This is in contrast to the DCP 13C spectrum without 1H
decoupling during the 15N–13C contact pulse (Fig. 4(b)) for
which no signal was detected. It is important also to note
that no signal is observed at 175 ppm, showing that the
heteronuclear 15N–13C filter effectively excludes signals
from the 13C-enriched carboxylic groups of the singly
labeled glycine.
The effects from residual 1H–1H interactions may be

particularly important in the APHH-CP experiment, due to
the longer contact times required for the adiabatic
sweep, compared to other cross-polarization methods
[68]. This disadvantage of the APHH-CP method can
nevertheless be overcome by incorporating Lee–Goldburg
(LG) decoupling [76], instead of continuous-wave
(CW) decoupling, during the 15N–13C contact pulse [75].
(footnote continued)

CP (SPICP) [72], RF-driven recoupling in CP (RFDRCP) [73] and

improved double CP (iDCP) [74]. Such considerations are not expected to

dominate the sensitivity and resolution limitations here.
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Homonuclear Lee–Goldburg 1H decoupling uses a series of
off-resonance 1H pulses to generate an effective (B1,H) field
that is oriented at the magic-angle relative to the static (B0)
field [76]. Compared to CW approaches, Lee–Goldburg
decoupling reduces more effectively the influences of
prevalent proton spin-couplings both to other protons
and to other nearby 13C and 15N nuclei. This leads to
improved efficiencies for 15N–13C polarization transfer and
correspondingly increased signal intensities. Fig. 4(d)
shows a pulse sequence that is identical to the APHH-CP
sequence in Fig. 4(c), except for the inclusion of
Lee–Goldburg decoupling in place of CW decoupling.
For the mixed polycrystalline glycine sample, the Lee–
Goldburg APHH-CP experiment produces significantly
enhanced 13C signal intensity, yielding a signal-to-noise
ratio of 52.7. This represents a sensitivity increase of
approximately 60%, compared to the APHH-CP measure-
ment without Lee–Goldburg decoupling applied to the
proton channel during the heteronuclear 15N–13C contact
pulse.
A different approach to heteronuclear polari-

zation transfer is achieved by the Transferred-Echo
DOuble-Resonance (TEDOR) experiment, where re-
coupled dipole–dipole interactions are exploited under
conditions of rapid MAS [24,27]. As shown in Fig. 4(e),
following initial cross-polarization from 1H to 15N nuclei,
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Fig. 5. Scanning electron microscope images of the diatom Thalossiosira

pseudonana (a) prior to sonication and (b) after sonication.
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the TEDOR experiment uses a series of rotor-synchronized
p pulses on the 13C channel to reintroduce dipole–dipole
couplings between nearby 13C and 15N nuclei. This leads to
a buildup of coherence on the 15N nuclei that can
subsequently be transferred to 13C nuclei, through the
application of p/2 pulses simultaneously to both channels.
The 13C polarization is then converted into observable
magnetization by a series of rotor-synchronized p pulses on
the 15N channel. For the glycine mixture at hand, the
sensitivity of the TEDOR experiment (Fig. 4(e)) is
comparable to that achieved by the APHH-CP experiment
with Lee–Goldburg decoupling, yielding a 13C signal-to-
noise ratio of 51.5.

The comparison of the different methods for achieving
15N–13C heteronuclear polarization transfer in a physical
mixture of polycrystalline glycine powders shows that the
APHH-CP with Lee–Goldburg decoupling and TEDOR
experiments yield comparable signal sensitivities and are
significantly more sensitive than the widely used DCP
experiment. Of the two, the TEDOR experiment has the
limitation of being most suitable for isolated ‘immobile’
spin pairs, which may limit its feasibility for complex
heterogeneous systems with target nuclei in high abun-
dances, where these conditions may not be valid. The
APHH-CP pulse sequence with Lee–Goldburg decoupling
appears to be generally applicable for efficient promotion
of heteronuclear polarization transfer and detection of
dipole–dipole-coupled systems.

3.3. 29Si{1H}, 13C{29Si}, and 15N{29Si} cross-polarization

in labeled marine diatoms

Biomineral systems are particularly challenging hetero-
geneous solids that are comprised of regions of inorganic
and organic components, whose interfacial interactions
and compositions are largely unknown. Marine diatoms,
single-cell photosynthetic algae, are examples of such
systems, in which amorphous silica frustules are deposited
and formed, apparently under genetic control, into
elaborate hierarchically ordered structures with dimensions
of several to hundreds of microns. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images for the diatom species T.

pseudonana (see Section 2), for example, are shown in
Fig. 5. Little is known about the compositions or structures
of molecular components at the surface(s) of the silica
frustules, largely due to the challenges of characterizing
dilute interfacial organic species in biogenically derived
silica. In these systems, low interfacial areas between
organic and silica components demand maximum signal
sensitivity, which can be augmented by high degrees of
isotopic enrichment.

Fig. 6(a), for example, shows solid-state single-pulse
(solid line) and 29Si{1H} CP (dotted line) MAS NMR
spectra of a doubly labeled 29Si, 13C-enriched powder
sample of the diatom species T. pseudonana. The spectra
reveal three broad 29Si resonances centered at �94, �102,
and �112 ppm attributed to Q2, Q3 and Q4 29Si species,
respectively, corresponding to tetrahedrally coordinated Qn

29Si sites, with n nearest Si neighbors bonded covalently via
bridging oxygen atoms [77]. The quantitative single-pulse
29Si MAS spectrum shows that the majority (�76%) of
silicon species present in the diatom frustule are fully cross-
linked Q4 moieties, with a predominant remaining fraction
(�22%) of Q3 and a small amount (�2%) of Q2 species,
which is similar to 29Si VACP and single-pulse MAS results
that have been recorded for other diatom species [78,79].
The 29Si{1H} CP MAS spectrum confirms the presence of
Q3 and Q2 29Si species by enhancing the signals from these
species by magnetization transfer from nearby dipole–di-
pole-coupled protons. The type of protonated species from
which the magnetization originates, however, cannot be
distinguished on the basis of this 1D 29Si{1H} CP
measurement alone. The broad linewidths of the 29Si
MAS resonances (�9 ppm) reflect disordered local 29Si
environments that are common for amorphous silica, due
to a large distribution of species, bond lengths, and/or
bond angles. Fig. 6(b) shows typical ranges expected for the
isotropic 29Si chemical shifts of siliceous species and
organosiloxanes [77,80,81] that may be present in diatoms,
especially at the interface of the silica frustule. Previously
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reported elemental analyses of the frustules of different
diatom species have shown that they are composed
predominantly of inorganic silica, with some organic
species on the exterior frustule surface or occluded within
its interior [82,83]. Comparing Figs. 6(a) and (b), it can be
seen that it is not possible to infer unambiguously the

existence of −−−≡ COO3Si type linkages between carbon

atoms and Qn silica species on the basis of isotropic 29Si
chemical shifts. However, the absence of 29Si MAS signals
over the region �65 to �75 ppm indicates that the existence

of so-called ‘trifunctional’ silica species (i.e., T3) −−≡ CO3Si ,

in which Si atoms are covalently bonded directly to a
carbon atom, can be ruled out, within the sensitivity limits
of the measurements.

The solid-state 13C{1H} CP MAS spectrum in Fig. 7(a)
acquired on the same 29Si,13C-enriched powder sample of
diatoms (T. pseudonana) as the above shows excellent
signal-to-noise, but poor resolution of 13C signals. Numer-
ous resonances are observed in the spectrum, manifesting
the molecular diversity of proteins, sugars, lipids, etc.
found in this species and organisms in general. This results
in overlapping 13C signals that make it difficult to assign
peaks accurately [84], a situation that is even more
problematic in the corresponding 1H MAS spectrum (see
Fig. 8). The poor resolution is unsurprising for the
extremely diverse and complicated mixture of organic
species present in samples of biological origin. In parti-
cular, the existence of hydroxylated amino acid moieties
cannot be established from the 13C{1H} CP MAS
spectrum. Candidate species that have been hypothesized
to be present at the frustule surfaces, such as RCH2 �O�
SiO3 � [85], have isotropic 13C chemical shifts in the
vicinity of 55 ppm, which overlaps with 13C resonances of a
variety of other organic species, including R2CH–O–,
RCH2–O– and some terminal –CH3 groups. The 15N CP
MAS spectrum in Fig. 7(b) acquired on a triply labeled
29Si,13C,15N-enriched powder sample of diatoms (T.

pseudonana) shows excellent signal-to-noise, with two
broad resonances at ca. �270 ppm and ca. �310 ppm
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corresponding to amide and amine nitrogen species,
respectively [86]. However, as for the 13C CP MAS
spectrum (Fig. 7(a)), the resolution of the 1D 15N CP
MAS spectrum (Fig. 7(b)) is similarly insufficient to
identify which amine or amide species are present,
especially with respect to their proximities or interactions
with the silica frustule. Conventional 1D NMR methods
thus provide little information or insight on interfacial
structures or moieties at the silica-organic interfaces in
diatoms.

More advanced solid-state NMR techniques provide
greater selectivity by using heteronuclear dipolar interac-
tions to establish the proximities of different nuclei and
their associated chemical moieties. For example, the 2D
solid-state 29Si{1H} HETCOR spectrum shown in Fig. 8
correlates the isotropic chemical shifts of dipole–dipole-
coupled proton and 29Si species in the same powder sample
of the 29Si,13C-enriched diatom species T. pseudonana

discussed above. Single-pulse 1H and 29Si MAS spectra are
presented along the vertical and horizontal axes, respec-
tively, to aid the interpretation of the 2D HETCOR
frequency map. The 1H MAS spectrum is composed of
signals from a multitude of protonated species, whose
resonances severely overlap. (The use of MAS spinning
speeds up to 35 kHz failed to improve 1H spectral
resolution, consistent with the inhomogeneously broa-
dened features.) In broad terms, the 1H resonance centered
at 0.9 ppm can be attributed to –CH2– or terminal –CH3

alkyl groups, whereas the signals in the range of 3–9 ppm
represent an assortment of 1H species that cannot be
resolved. The 1D single-pulse 29Si MAS spectrum along the
horizontal axis is the same as in Fig. 6(a). The 2D 29Si{1H}
HETCOR spectrum shows a single broad distribution of
correlated intensity between the Q3 29Si species and what
appears to be numerous 1H moieties. The very broad
intensity correlation in the 1H dimension centered at
6.4 ppm may correspond to amide, aromatic, or silanol
protons, although a precise determination is not possible
due to still insufficient resolution. The absence of
correlated signal intensity involving the alkyl 1H signals
at 0.9 ppm establishes that these species do not experience
strong dipole–dipole interactions with 29Si species in the
silica framework. This 2D 29Si{1H} HETCOR spectrum
measured for the diatoms in Fig. 8 is similar to that
acquired from powdered siliceous spicules from a species of
sponge [53], which also showed predominant and indefinite
interactions between the 29Si atoms in the biogenic silica
framework and most likely hydroxyl protons associated
with silanol moieties.
Spectral ambiguities can in principle be overcome by

exploiting the higher chemical shift resolution provided by
13C (�100 ppm range), compared to 1H (�10 ppm).
Nevertheless, despite the high degrees of isotopic enrich-
ment of both 13C (85%) and 29Si (98%) and strong signals
in 1D MAS spectra (Figs. 7 and 8) in the powder diatom
sample of T. pseudonana, no signal intensity was detected in
neither a 2D 13C{29Si} HETCOR experiment nor in an
otherwise conventional 1D 13C{29Si} HHCP MAS mea-
surement. Based on the results discussed in Fig. 4 for
analogous 13C{15N} experiments, the 1D 13C{29Si} APHH-
CP experiment was shown also to provide the highest
sensitivity among the heteronuclear of X–Y polarization
transfer methods examined. Applying this pulse sequence
(Fig. 4(d)) and after extensive signal-averaging (�146,000
acquisitions, �80 h), the resulting 13C APHH-CP spectrum
is shown in Fig. 9. The use of 29Si polarization from silica
in a solid diatom frustule as the source of 13C magnetiza-
tion serves as a filter to select and detect only those 13C
species at the silica-organic interface and not the vast
majority of 13C species in the enriched diatoms that have
no connection with the silica. Clearly the low resultant 13C
signal intensity remains a serious issue associated with the
use of heteronuclear dipole–dipole couplings between 13C
and 29Si moieties to select for species at the silica-organic
interface in this sample. This is in spite of efforts to
isotopically enrich the organisms, along with the selection
of X–Y polarization transfer methods that maximize the
resultant signal intensity.
Nevertheless, although the 13C{29Si} APHH-CP spec-

trum in Fig. 9 of the doubly labeled diatoms has relatively
poor signal-to-noise (both at 25 1C and at �50 1C), a weak
resonance at 171.3 ppm appears to be present (S:N �2.5).
This signal is flanked by two less intense signals at 141 and
203 ppm, which are displaced equally by 4 kHz (the MAS
spinning speed) up-field and down-field from the central
resonance, which is consistent with their being attributed to
spinning sidebands (the relative intensities may be distorted
by the poor signal-to-noise). The weak resonance at
171.3 ppm falls in the range of isotropic 13C chemical
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shifts corresponding to carboxylic moieties [84], though
this remains to be confirmed. If this is the case, then the
presence of carboxylic species near the silica interface may
indicate the presence of amino acids, such as glutamate
and aspartate. Separate 15N{29Si} APHH-CP experiments
were performed on an otherwise identical powder
sample of diatoms additionally enriched in 15N (98%+),
though no 15N signal was detected after extensive signal
averaging (�256,000 acquisitions, �140 h). Based on these
results, recent intriguing findings [83] that have identified
peptides with post-translationally modified lysine residues
(containing numerous nitrogen moieties) to be closely
connected with diatom (C. fusiformis) silica frustules
appear to be beyond the sensitivity limits of these
measurements. While differing from the early Hecky
model [85], which hypothesized hydroxylated amino acid
moieties at biosilica interfaces in diatoms, the presence of
carboxylic moieties would nevertheless be consistent with
separate studies that have shown the production of
relatively high concentrations of glutamate and aspartate
in diatoms prior to silicification [87]. The relatively poor
signal-to-noise ratio of the 13C{29Si} APHH-CP necessi-
tates that these findings be confirmed by future measure-
ments with greater signal sensitivity. However, the
clear absence of strong interactions between 13C or 15N
nuclei and 29Si establishes that the broad correlated
distribution of signal intensity in the 2D 29Si{1H}
HETCOR spectrum (Fig. 8) is predominantly due to
interactions with numerous non-organic and presumably
silanol proton species.

To our knowledge, these are the first 2D solid-state
NMR measurements performed on organic-silica interfaces
in diatoms. The possibility exists that relatively non-
selective organic-silica interactions exist at the diatom
frustule surface or that, following silica deposition in the
living cell, no stable Si–O–C bonds (i.e.,

−−−≡ COO3Si moieties) are retained (against hydrolysis or

otherwise). Under both alkaline and acidic conditions,
silicon alkoxides are known to undergo hydrolysis reac-
tions in aqueous solutions [88]. However, solution-state
NMR measurements have shown that it is possible to form
stable Si–O–C bonds in an aqueous environment using
tetraalkylammonium species, which may stabilize Si–O–C
moieties [53]. Low frustule surface areas (�10m2/g, from
N2 adsorption measurements), a disordered glass-like silica
substrate, complicated distributions of organic compo-
nents, and exceedingly complex biogenic assembly pro-
cesses contribute to the challenges inherent in
characterizing and understanding biosilica materials and
biomineral systems in general.

4. Summary

Heteronuclear dipole–dipole couplings probed by polar-
ization transfer techniques can yield valuable information
about the structure of heterogeneous solids, although their
feasibilities in complex systems are often limited by low
signal sensitivities. Comparisons of the robustness and
sensitivity of several different methods for heteronuclear
polarization transfer establish that APHH-CP has several
advantages over other techniques, including HHCP,
VACP, and RACP. Among these methods, the APHH-
CP technique, which uses a tangential spin-lock profile,
yielded the highest signal intensity for 13C{1H} cross-
polarization in adamantane. Due to the limited chemical
shift range of protons, X–Y polarization transfer between
other, often dilute, nuclei can yield improved resolution
among dipole–dipole-coupled species, though places even
higher demands on the sensitivity of the NMR measure-
ments. A comparison of resultant signal intensities
provided by different polarization transfer methods shows
that high and comparable sensitivities are obtained from
APHH-CP and TEDOR, compared to other approaches,
notably the commonly used DCP technique. APHH-CP, in
combination with the use of Lee–Goldburg 1H decoupling
during the contact time, yielded a modestly higher
sensitivity than TEDOR. The APHH-CP method may be
more suitable for certain applications in complex solids
that are otherwise limited by TEDOR’s requirement for
isolated and ‘immobile’ dipole–dipole-coupled spin-pairs.
Application of 2D 29Si{1H} HETCOR, 1D 13C{29Si}
APHH-CP, and 1D 15N{29Si} APHH-CP methods with
Lee–Goldburg 1H decoupling to the characterization of a
powder sample of isotopically 29Si, 13C, and 15N-enriched
marine diatoms established strong interactions among
silanol hydroxyl groups and the silica matrix and weak
interactions (if any) involving organic components. Such
complicated and interesting heterogeneous solids point to
the severe signal sensitivity challenges that still confront
efforts to elucidate the properties of complex materials and
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important methodological opportunities for the solid-state
NMR community.
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